
Collection Preparation

Conspectus Database:  Describe col-
lections in a bibliographic-like data-
base, including how frequently to 
copy new material (crawl rules).

Safeguarding Culture and Identity

Restricted Access:

ETDs
Data Sets
Oral Histories

Public Access:

ETDs
Faculty Archives
Images, Maps
Music, Narratives
Exhibits
University Publications
University Archives

Content Owner
Web Content: any  format

Membership Categories  

A�ordable for libraries of all sizes.  
• Contributing :      $300/year      5 GB
• Preservation:    $2,000/year    20 GB
• Sustaining:        $5,000/year    40 GB
Additional Storage                      $2/GB

5% discount for joining both NDLTD 
(Networked Digital Library of Theses and 
Dissertations) and the MetaArchive.

In a Nut Shell

    MetaArchive uses the free open source 
LOCKSS software to operate dark ar-
chives in a private network of preserva-
tion servers.
    Content is stored in and restored to its 
original format thereby avoiding data 
loss.
    Participating institutions identify their 
digital resources to be preserved and 
make them available ONLY to the 
MetaArchive for dark archiving.

Plugin Repository:

Plugin rules for locating,  
harvesting, and verify-
ing content

Conspectus Database:

Collection Descriptions
Harvest Location
Accrual rules 

MetaArchive

Copies in Multiple Dark Archives

Ingest Content

At least 6 caches  repli-
cate content.

 LOCKSS Software run-
ning on each cache 
ingest content based 
on crawl rules .

Plugin Repository:

Plugin rules for locat-
ing,  harvesting, and 
verifying content

Conspectus Database:

Collection Descriptions
Harvest Location
Accrual rules 

MetaArchive

Cache 
VA

Tech

Cache 
Auburn

Cache 
Rice

Cache 
FSU

Cache 
Emory

Cache 
Boston 
College

MetaArchive.org

Restricted Access:

ETDs
Data Sets
Oral Histories

Public Access:

ETDs
Faculty Archives
Images, Maps
Music, Narratives
Exhibits
University Publications

Content Owner

Cache 
U. of L.

Cache 
L. of C.

Cache 
GA

Tech

Cache 
PUC
Rio

Cache 
VA

Tech

Cache 
Hull

Automated Ingest, Replicate, and Restore

LOCKSS daemons on all 
caches periodically update 
content from the web, vali-
date content via polls and 
votes,  and repair content 
when necessary.

The cache manager  moni-
tors all LOCKSS caches for 
uptime, availability of disk 
space, and su�cient replica-
tion of content.

Content Monitoring and Recovery

ETDs
Data Sets
Oral Histories

Faculty Archives
Images, Maps
Music, Narratives
Exhibits
University Publications
University Archives

Cache Contents: 
Dark Archive

Preservation Scenario

    Librarian: Let's preserve this web resource 
and its metadata.
    Techy: Please describe it in the Conspectus 
Database.
    Plugin Developer: Do I harvest all or parts?
    Librarian: Everything!
    Plugin Developer: develops rules (plugins) 

that locate the requested content, e.g., 
master TIFFs, but not JPGs
    Techy: I'll tell the network (publicize plugin, 
activate content, ...)
    Librarian: Let me see content in the net-
work (AuditProxy)
    Together: Verify that preserved content is 
su�cient to restore.
AFTER A FATAL CRASH
    Techy: I restored your content!
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http://www.metaarchive.org
http://www.metaarchive.org
http://www.metaarchive.org/conspectus/
http://www.metaarchive.org/join.html
http://www.ndltd.org/
http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=HM200710121120&mode=popup
http://beck.library.emory.edu/iln/figure.php?id=v38p563b
http://fulltext10.fcla.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx?c=juv;cc=juv;sid=085909efca99cd1674905cb2025b3ff7;rgn=full%20text;idno=FS66750005;a=48;view=jpg;node=FS66750005%3A1;seq=1
http://digital.library.louisville.edu/cdm4/item_viewer.php?CISOROOT=/macauley&CISOPTR=1120&CISOBOX=1&REC=1
http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=03SM0100&mode=popup
http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=ep081&mode=popup
http://www.quiltindex.org/louisvillecollection.php
http://marbl.library.emory.edu/dawson/web/section/view/sectionId/42
http://diglib.auburn.edu/cgi-bin/gloms/docviewer.pl?did=/1924
http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=GROSS0044&mode=popup
http://www.fsu.edu/~speccoll/
http://www.library.gatech.edu/barnard/pix/telescope.gif
http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=702830&mode=popup
http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=VB0606031125&mode=popup
http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/view_record.php?URN=lh211&mode=popup
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/available/etd-32498-21232/
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?hl=en&ie=UTF8&msa=0&msid=111297163488466502831.000462099fda56e32f1be&ll=37.439974,-46.230469&spn=101.32226,140.273438&t=h&z=3
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/partners/metaarchive/metaarchive.html


THE GREATEST THREAT TO DIGITAL ASSETS IS NOT FIRE, FLOOD OR THEFT. IT’S THE ASSUMPTION THAT CULTURAL 
HERITAGE INSTITUTIONS HAVE TAKEN THE STEPS NEEDED TO PRESERVE THEM. 
 
MOST OFTEN, WE HAVEN’T. WHICH IS WHY THE METAARCHIVE COOPERATIVE IS LEADING A NATIONAL EFFORT TO EMBRACE 
DISTRIBUTED DIGITAL PRESERVATION TO SAFEGUARD THE VERY ITEMS THAT DEFINE OUR CULTURE AND IDENTITY. 
 
The MetaArchive Cooperative is an independent, unincorporated, international association. The MetaArchive provides low-cost, 
high-impact preservation services to its member institutions to help ensure the long-term accessibility of the digital assets of 
universities, libraries, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions. 6 universities (Emory, Auburn, FSU, GA Tech, Louisville, 
VA Tech) formed the MetaArchive Cooperative in 2004 to create and maintain a distributed digital preservation network (DDPN) 
using the open-source LOCKSS software to provide long-term care for digital assets in Dark Archives.  
 
DISTRIBUTED DIGITAL PRESERVATION maintains copies at multiple, geographically dispersed sites. These copies are united 
through a LOCKSS software-driven network that is used to locate, ingest, and constantly monitor each copy within the 
preservation network. Such redundancy and monitoring minimizes risks that information might be lost due to human error, 
technology failure, or natural disaster. 
 
HOW WE DO IT. MetaArchive member institutions identify collections that they want to preserve. Using the LOCKSS technical 
framework, these collections are ingested (by MetaArchive members only) into a shared network of the geographically distributed 
servers where they are stored in Dark Archives in multiple locations. These servers do not merely back up the materials, but 
provide a dynamic means of constantly checking each file and providing replacements when necessary. 
 
Join our network: MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES -- 3 yr minimum commitment 

 
CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS  

store one collection (e.g., ETDs) of 
≤5 Gb in the Dark Archives, i.e., on 
6 nodes in the DDPN 
$300/year 

 
 

PRESERVATION MEMBERS 
operate one node on the 
DDPN, including ≤20 Gb of 
their own collections 
 $2,000/yr 

 
 

SUSTAINING MEMBERS  
operate one node on the DDPN, 
including ≤40 Gb of their 
collections, and participate in the 
Cooperative, including voting on 
the Steering Committee. 
$5,000/yr 

5% discount for joining both NDLTD (Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations) and MetaArchive! 
 
HOW CAN I LEARN MORE? Katherine Skinner, MetaArchive Program Manager, kskinne@emory.edu  

ACRL Poster Contacts: Gail McMillan, gailmac@vt.edu; Monika Mevenkamp, momeven@gmail.com 
 

METAARCHIVE DOCUMENTATION  http://www.metaarchive.org/pdfs/ 
CONSPECTUS DATABASE [http://metaarchive.org/conspectus]  Browse the directory of metadata associated with the collections 

currently in the Dark Archives of the MetaArchive networks. 
CONSPECTUS SCHEMA [/conspectus_md_2005.html]  Charts and defines in detail 35 categories of metadata collected for each 

record within the MetaArchive collection-level conspectus metadata specification      
COOPERATIVE CHARTER [/MetaArchiveCharter-2009.pdf]  Provides the MetaArchive’s mission, goals, and organizing principles; 

outlines membership levels; details members’ the roles and responsibilities   
DATA AND NODE RECOVERY [/Network_Test_0208_Disaster_Recovery_FINAL.pdf]  In-depth guide to LOCKSS data and node 

recovery activities for PLNs  
EXTENSION HARVEST PLAN [/Extension-Harvest-Plan-FINAL_0208.pdf]  Charts the network development and harvest plans for the 

overall MetaArchive network, including building on the Southern Digital Culture archive and founding next two dark 
archives.     

MARKET ANALYSIS [/Market Analysis-FINAL-0308.pdf]  Initially concentrates on the Cooperative's current primary markets: 
University libraries and archives; will be expanded to include other cultural heritage institutions, including museums and 
government entities.     

MANAGEMENT PLAN [ManagementPlan_072208.pdf]  Details information about ownership structure of the Cooperative, internal 
and external human resources, and those we anticipate we will need in the future to sustain our business 

MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT [/AppendixB-2009.pdf]  Defines terms of the agreement made among members of the Cooperative, 
providing a framework for these relationships while remaining sufficiently flexible to address evolving needs of the 
Cooperative   

OUTREACH PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION PLAN [/pdfs/OutreachProgramImplementationPlan_final_0108.pdf]  Describes plan for 
Cooperative’s extending community building activities.     

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS [/AppendixA0208.pdf]  Details of network specifications/technical infrastructure required of 
Preservation and Sustaining Members 
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